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ABSTRACT
Lower back, neck and shoulder pain are the most prevalent musculoskeletal problems affecting office workers
worldwide. Several hypotheses regarding the underlying mechanisms and the maintenance behind office work-related
musculoskeletal disorders have been presented. There is some evidence, based on epidemiological studies as well as
studies upon smaller groups of subjects, that individuals who sit and work for a long time not only show cognitive
impairment at the workplace, but also suffer from poorer and fragmented daytime sleep, in addition to increased
risks of developing various psychological, physiological and medical impairments and musculoskeletal disorders. The
related physical mechanisms behind musculoskeletal disorders are discussed in the context of new findings. The main
causes, as well as varying levels in severity of musculoskeletal disorders, not to mention the link between such
disorders in the neck, shoulder and lower back regions and physical activity among office workers are also stated. The
main objective of this review paper is to conduct a systematic review to identify musculoskeletal disorders and how
these disorders are correlated with physical activity among office workers. The results of this review indicate that the
musculoskeletal disorder is a critical issue among office workers and the main cause is related to the absence of
physical activity as well as the subjects’ sedentary lifestyle.
Keywords: Sedentary life style, Musculoskeletal disorders, Office workers, Physical activity

soreness within the body's support frame.
Normally these disorders are worsening,
degenerative over time if the conditions that
cause them are not properly addressed 6. There
is an increasing concern in study on the
occupational hazards concerning shoulder, neck
and lower back pain and its risk factors among
enormous office workers populations. It is
essential to perform researches on the
musculoskeletal disorders' (MSD) prevalence, in
addition to assess the efficiency of practical
treatment methods for shoulder, neck and lower
back pain. Recognizing the particular risk factors
for people and reducing those factors are
essential stages when dealing with such issue in
its various forms 7 . Numerous researches are in
line with the claim that individuals who work in
offices are especially susceptible to suffering
musculoskeletal discomfort, making an improved
concern for, and awareness of , the office
workers' welfare 8. The reasons that is most
commonly quoted for shoulder, neck and lower
back pain high percentage are associated with
factors such as sedentary lifestyle and the
ergonomic conditions of one’s workplace 9, in
addition to the lack of routine physical activity
10
. Unluckily, although the the problem's
prevalence is growing, not much attention is paid
by both company and government, even though
lengthy working and sitting already have been
addressed.
An essential ancestor to healthy living is physical
activity, and it is crucial for maintaining proper

INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal issues (mainly shoulder, neck
and lower back pain) are especially predominant
in
industrialized
countries,
influencing
approximately 70% to 80% of adults at different
times of their lives, with about 1% of the
population of U.S. frequently disabled due to
shoulder, neck or lower back pain 2. This kind of
disability results in poor life quality whereas the
number of long-term disability claims absence
and the amount of daily work are increased. The
individuals
who
are
influenced
usually
experience chronic fatigue , nervousness and
sleep disturbances , and many are the victim of
prescription medication abuse 3. This problem's
scale is expected to increase with both growing
industrialization pace in the developing countries
and an aging population. Numerous risk factors
contribute to shoulder, neck and lower back
pain, such as age, marital status, race and sex
but the most predominant factor—particularly
among adolescents—is the amount of time spent
on sitting 4. musculoskeletal disorders (MSD)
refers to an extensive range of conditions which
can influence any part of the musculoskeletal
system, such as the bones, muscles, nerves,
spinal discs and joints , together with supporting
blood vessels and connective tissues including
cartilage, ligaments and tendons 5. Injuries can
happen, including strains, tears and sprains, as
well as any form of chronic or acute pain or
16
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function order of the musculoskeletal system.
Absence of exercise can lead to or shoulder
back, neck and worsen lower pain due to
increased damaged and stiffness muscles. People
who live sedentary lifestyles not only lose the
strength but also their muscles flexibility, both
of which are crucial constituents of healthrelated natural posture and physical fitness.
Nevertheless, these people cannot benefit from
the usual exercises benefits in ways which go
beyond the more obvious and common relations
of cardiorespiratory flexibility, fitness and
muscular strength - regular exercise offers
nourishment of the soft tissues, ligaments and
spinal discs. ligaments is frequently stretched
with slouching in a chair or sitting forward for
prolonged periods spinal and puts excessive
strain on the intervertebral discs and nearby
structures in the vertebral columns 11. After a
while, poor office ergonomics and incorrect
sitting positions can cause or contribute 9 to
frequent back pain encounters 8. Professionals
and physical therapists use resistance training
and stretching to help people in recovering lost
strength and motion causing from immobilization
or pain. Being active in a standard exercise plan
which includes stretching in addition to strength
conditioning
avoids future ailments and
stimulates the existing problems' recovery 12 13.
Getting regular exercise enhances individual's
overall abilities to do everyday tasks. Flexibility
and muscles' strength Improving can also
increase vertebral column and reduce the
injuries reoccurrence in this part of the body.
Consequently, the degree of pain they suffer will
be decreased, thus letting more restful and much
easier sleep, which in turn lowers fatigue's levels
10
. A great deal of study has been conducted on
this subject, but most of it has merely
emphasized the occurrence of these issues
among office employees; some research have
recommended a simple and general exercise
protocol for the whole body, while others have
suggested ways to revise their working
environments'
ergonomic
conditions.
Nevertheless, there has been a deficiency of
study concerning the introduction of a particular
routine to train office workers to deal with
shoulder, neck and lower back pain. Studies
conducted up to this point has revealed an
important relation between the ergonomic and
physical demands of an individual’s life and
musculoskeletal disorders of the shoulder, neck
and lower back areas, particularly amongst
office employees. Nevertheless, a number of
issues concerning methodology will have to be
addressed cautiously in this study to improve
particular risk-assessment tools to identify the
compound array of interactive factors dealing
with office work. The precise recognition of
these risk factors will, consecutively, simplify
formation of targeted forms of intervention to
decrease
the
musculoskeletal
disorders'
occurrence at work.

METHODS
In this study, systematic review methods are
used based on the purpose of research. A
systematic investigation of recurrent literature
databases was navigated between 2002 and 2015.
Science Direct, PubMed and Scopus were
searched for the subsequent key words: office
worker, musculoskeletal disorders, neck pain,
shoulder pain, lower back pain, physical activity
as well as health and field studies. Initially 800
researches were recognized. As there are a huge
number of researches about office working
disorders, we could not analyse all the original
articles, so we analysed and reviewed previous
researches.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Musculoskeletal disorders are able to influence
any individual, irrespective of gender or age ,
and are usually connected to an individual's job
directly 14. In cases where such relation exists,
either due to a work-related incident of some
kind or the working environment, these
circumstances are stated as work-related MSD. A
research conducted in Nigeria shows prevalence
of musculoskeletal disorders throughout the
employees; Fabunmi et al. 15 stated that, during
a 12-month period of time, the self-reported rate
of musculoskeletal disorders at any particular
work site was 91%. MSD’s can thus justify
somewhere between 42% and 58% of workrelated health concerns 16. Nevertheless, MSD’s
differ across various industries as well as
between various countries, and specific
professions - whether across or within diverse
industries - can have rates of musculoskeletal
disorders that is three to four times more than
the general average of the overall workforce 17.
One important risk factor which has a powerful
relation with the MSD’s development is computer
usage. individuals working in an office
environment have greater probability of MSD’s
development, since their jobs normally makes
them to spend extensive hours working with a
computer 18. Consequently, industries with large
percentage of employees who work in office
environments are probable to have a greater
susceptibility to MSD’s. An example is the
banking industry, and researches show that the
MSD’s prevalence among bank employees vary
from 60% to 80%, showing that they have a great
vulnerability to these types of injuries 19.The
connection between the MSD’s incidence and
occupation is not totally based on the working
environment' strain physical. Musculoskeletal risk
17
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factors complaints among office employees who
spend prolonged hours working with computers
are connected not only to physical but also with
psychosocial characteristics 20. A research that
conducted in Europe offers evidence that
socioeconomic status can contribute to the
liability of musculoskeletal disorders, precisely
for osteoporosis, arthritis and spinal conditions
21
. Another research conducted in the UK reveals
that musculoskeletal conditions, principally
those of the shoulders, knee, back and neck ,
were more common in areas with economic
disadvantage 22. Nonetheless, the MSD’s
prevalence has highly been related to its
connection with occupation that appears to be
the leading overall factor– therefore the usage of
the term “work-related MSD’s”. In a widespread
systematic review by means of 63 separate
studies and 1761 articles, Costa and Vieira (2010)
emphasis that the labor-intensive nature of an
person's occupation, psychosocial work demand ,
smoking, and body mass index (BMI), as along
with previous injuries or any MSD history, are the
most significant risk factors. prolonged awkward,
heavy lifting, postures and Repetitive motions
are the most frequently mentioned ergonomic
risk factors stated in the literature 23,24. Other
epidemiological studies and reviews, as well as
with a main report from the Institute of Medicine
(IOM) and National Research Council (NRC) that
are commissioned by the US Congress in 2001,
have
noticeably
confirmed
considerable
connections between the work environment and
MSD 6 .
a) Lower back, neck and shoulder pain and
physical activity
The significance of physical activity (PA) and
exercise is a key constituent in the care and cure
of chronic pain and acute 24,25. Individuals with
chronic pain disorders are recommended to
remain active physically, and gradual and early
physical activity is advised whereas bed rest is
not recommended in main care guidelines 26.
Nevertheless, to effectively manage such pain
and prevent it from becoming chronic and
recurring, is still a significant challenge. A
growing focus to prevent long-term negative
chronic pain consequences and a potential role
for PA has been planned. A new valuation has
recognized proof which supports the usage of
physical activity as a main part in active selfmanagement amongst individuals with chronic
pain 27. Simultaneously, as classified activity
programs have been investigated on as a
collective organizational plan for people in which

both chronic and acute forms of shoulder, neck
or lower back pain are assumed to be existing,
these studies did not estimate levels of activity
in everyday life outside an environment which is
controlled. Consequently, based on this study it
is unlikely to suppose the presence of a
connection connecting any alteration in physical
activity to examples of recovery from pain 28.
The calculated result of pain on patients' activity
levels with shoulder, neck or lower back pain has
generally been based on the deconditioning
model of these kinds of pain, and is supported by
the neuromuscular changes, changes in physical
performance's
confirmation,
psychological
property, changes in the levels and patterns of
patients' activity , and reduced levels of physical
fitness 29. This evidence has been challenged,
many researches have been conducted which
don't show any difference in either patients'
activity or fitness levels with shoulder, neck or
lower back pain when compared with healthy
control groups 30. Regarding this study, there is
not much conclusive data concerning whether
the patients' activity levels with shoulder, neck
or lower back pain are related to LBP (low back
pain) results, and the physical activity's role in
these populations has not determined yet. The
patients' activity level with shoulder, neck or
lower back pain does not seem to be an
important sign of prognosis, hence it has not
frequently been examined specifically in most
researches 31. Generally, being active as an
enhancement to physiotherapy healing appears
to have positive results for both chronic and
acute shoulder, neck and lower back pain
populations; nonetheless, this hypothesis is
supported by literature that does not comprise
studies which does not purposely PA of such
people. The likely function which PA may play
concerning the occurrence of shoulder, neck or
lower back pain has been also examined , but
there was no absolute assumptions 32Recently a
review examined the relation between the lower
back shoulder and neck pain prevalence and
physical movement, this review concluded that
both low and high levels of activity amplified the
chronic post-activity pain probability, especially
concerning female individuals. There is Only one
longitudinal research which has precisely
separated the movement levels into low,
moderate and high at baseline prior to using selfreporting as a measure to discover the
connection between pain outcome and activity
level 33. This research did not find any significant
connection between the activity levels recorded
18
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academic scholarship on the topic is mostly
theoretical rather than practical and therefore
not easy to apply in an office environment.
In this study. Not to forget, our sincerest
gratitude to all respondents who took part in this
research.

at baseline and varies in disability and pain 5
years later. There are no other studies which is
specifically conducted to explore the actual
effect of maintained moderate physical activity
implementation while dealing with shoulder,
neck or lower back pain, compared with high or
low movement' levels on longer-term outcomes.
Consequently, extra longitudinal study into the
possibly unwanted influence of extreme or
inadequate levels of activity is essential.
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